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Abstract 

In this paper, we introduce an analytical solution of the fractional derivative gas transport 

equation using the power-series technique. We present a new universal transform, namely, 

generalized Boltzmann change of variable which depends on the fractional order, time and space. 

This universal transform is employed to transfer the partial differential equation into an ordinary 

differential equation. Moreover, the convergence of the solution has been investigated and found 

that solutions are unconditionally converged. Results are introduced and discussed for the 

universal variable and other physical parameters such as porosity and permeability of the 

reservoir; time and space.     

Keywords: Fractional derivative, porous media, natural gas, reservoir modeling, infinite series 

solutions. 

 

Introduction: 

Although the foundation of the fractional differential equations was established since around 

three centuries ago [1], the last two decades witness a wide range of applications to the fractional 
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differential equations in various disciplinary [2-14]. On the other hand, it is well-known that flow 

and transport in natural reservoirs are not generally linear due to the high heterogeneity of the 

porous media. Consequently, the fractional differential equations may represent such kind of 

phenomena more accurate than the traditional modeling. For example, the solute diffusion in 

contaminant flow in a groundwater aquifer as the does not follow Fickian law in general [2]. The 

modified Darcy’s law with memory time memory has been introduced by Caputo [15]. This 

version of Darcy’s law assumes that permeability diminishes with time, and therefore the effect 

of fluid pressure at the boundary on the flow in the porous medium delayed and the flow occurs 

as if the medium had a memory. The traditional equation of mass conservation for a fluid in a 

porous medium is usually derived based on the first-order Taylor series to represent the linear 

flux change in a control volume. On the other hand, He [16] proposed a fractional Darcy’s law 

with space memory based on the fractional derivative of Riemann-Liouville. Wheatcraft and 

Meerschaerton [17] used a fractional Taylor series to exactly represent non-linear flux in a 

control volume with only two terms, analogous to using a first-order traditional Taylor series. As 

described by Wheatcraft and Meerschaert [17], a fractional conservation of mass equation is 

needed when the control volume is not large enough compared to the scale of heterogeneity and 

when the flux within the control volume is non-linear. Recently, El-Amin [19] introduced an 

analytical solution of the apparent-permeability gas-transport equation in porous media. 

In the current work, we propose a fractional differential model that represent gas transport in 

porous media, solve the proposed model analytically using the power-series technique, and study 

the solution convergence. 

 

Mathematical modeling  

It is important to highlight the basic assumptions and simplifications in this research. We 

consider single-phase gas flow within the shale reservoir. Also, assume the gas in the shale to be 

an ideal gas with gas deviation factor. Moreover, we assume that the reservoir flow is isothermal. 

The permeability matrix is given by, � = ��, � is a scalar and � is the identity tensor. Finally, we 

assume that no gas sorption and desorption. In cylindrical coordinates (�, �, 	), the governing 

equations can be written as [18], 
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��� = �� 	��� 	����� ����� � ���� � ��� 	��� 	���� �����	 � ���� � 	��� 	���� ����� � ���� �  		 (1) 

 

where ! is the gas pressure, � = (0,0, #) is the gravity vector, $	is mass accumulation, � is 

density,   is source term, % is the time and & is the gas viscosity. Assuming a reservoir with an 

infinite extent in the horizontal direction with axisymmetric properties around an isolated 

production well. Moreover, it is assumed that the reservoir is homogeneous in the vertical 

direction and the gravity effect is negligible. Also, we ignore the source term and consider 1D 

radial cylindrical coordinates (Fig. 1). 

 

 

Fig. 1: The 1D radial flow of extent reservoir of H thickness. 

 

��� = �� 	��� 	����� �����		         (2) 

 

A fractured shale-gas system can be described by appropriate mass balance equations. The 

general mass balance equation may be written as, 

 

��� �	' ∙ (�)) =  		         (3) 

 

where ) is the velocity vector. In the mass accumulation term, we consider free gas per unit 

volume as, 

  

$ = 	*�          (4) 
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where * is porosity. Now, let us call the ideal gas law, 

 

 !+ = ,�- ./ 

 

where . = 8.314	 [P7	m9 mol	K]⁄  is the gas constant, V is the gas volume, ? [Kg] is the mass. 

and T [K] is the temperature.  

 

As the mass density is defined by, � = ,@ , one can write, � = A!, where A = �-BC , is the molar 

concentration [kg P7m9⁄ ]. Therefore, the mass accumulation term is given as, 

 

��� = A*	 ��� 	          (5) 

 

In this study, we use the Caputo fractional derivative [2] of order  10 << α , as it is more suit for 

analytical solutions, namely,   

 

�F�(G)��F = �H(�IJ) K (L � M)IJ ��(G,N)�NGGO PM       (6) 

 

where Q(L) is the Gamma function. 

 

Therefore, fractional single-phase natural gas flow equation in porous media model can be 

written as,  

 

A*	 ��� = �� 	��� 	����� �F���F�.        (7) 

 

Initially, we assume that, 

 

!(�, 0) 	= 	!R,			0	 ≤ 	�	 < 	∞        (8)  
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where !R is constant.  

 

In this study, we consider two different boundary conditions as, 

 

Dirichlet-Dirichlet Boundary Conditions: 

 

!(�, %) = !V ,					�	 → 	0, %	 > 	0,       (9a)  

!(�, %) 	= 	 !R,   r → ∞, t > 0,          (9b) 

 

Dirichlet-Neumann Boundary Conditions: 

 

!(�, %) = !V ,					�	 → 	0,				%	 > 	0,       (10a)  

� ���� 	= Y�Z[�\,      r → ∞, t > 0,       (10b) 

 

Assuming that the density in the diffusion term is constant, �R = A!R, we can write, 

A*	 ��� = �� ��� ����O� �F���F�        (11) 

 

Therefore, Eq. (7) can be reduced to the following form, 

 

�] 	��� = �F^_���F^_ � �� �F���F	         (12) 

 

where 
�] = ��O`� .  

Following dimensional analysis rules, we end with the following new generalized Boltzmann 

change of variable, 

a = �F^_ZH(JbZ)		] , % > 0          (13) 
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If we put c = 1, the above transformation gives the traditional Boltzmann change of variable 

[18], 

a = ��d		] , % > 0             (14) 

 

Applying the fractional transformation, Eq. (13), into the fractional PDE, Eq. (12), with some 

mathematical manipulation, one can obtain,  

 

a	 ���e � �F��eF � Jb�Z 	a �F^_��eF^_ = 0       (15) 

 

Also, the boundary conditions may be rewritten as, 

Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary conditions: 

!	 = 	!V 		when	a = 0,     !	 = 	!R		when	a	 = 	∞.  
Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions: 

!	 = 	!V 		when	a = 0 and  
���e 	= Y�Z[�\, at a = ∞. 

Let us assume that the function !(a) is continuous and can be expanded by the following series, 

!(a) = ∑ klaJlmlnR           (16) 

 

Then, 

 

a o�oe = ∑ cpklaJlmlnR          (17) 

 

Then the Caputo fractional-order derivative of order c can be evaluated by, 

 

oF�oaF = ∑ kpΓ(cp�1)Γ(cp�c�1) 	acp�c∞p=1          (18) 
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Therefore, 

 

a Pc�1!
Pec�1 = a P

Pr �Pc!
Pec� = ∑ stu(Jlb�)u(JlIJb�) 	(cp � c)aJlIJmln� = ∑ stu(Jlb�)u(JlIJ) 	aJlIJmln�   

(19) 

 

Applying (17)-(18) into (15), the following formula will be obtained, 

 

 

∑ cpklaJlmln� �∑ stu(Jlb�)u(J(lI�)b�) 	aJ(lI�)mln� � �c�12 �∑ stu(Jlb�)uwJ(lI�)x 	aJ(lI�)mln� = 0 (20a) 

 

or, 

 

∑ c?k,aJ,m,n� � ∑ �stu(Jlb�)uwJ(lI�)x � �J(lI�) � c�1
2 ��	aJ(lI�)mln� = 0    (20b)  

 

It can be seen from the above equation that, the powers of the first term are {c, 2c, 3c, … . }, 
while the powers of the second term are {0, c, 2c, 3c, … . }. Therefore, there is one step between 

n and m, which leads to, 

 

k� = 0,  

 

and,  

 

c?k, � �u(J(,b�)b�)u(J,) � �J, � c�1
2 �� k,b� = 0.  

 

Therefore, we can obtain the following recurrence relation, 

 

k,b� = � J,
�|(F(}^_)^_)|(F}) � _F}Ic�12 ��k, ,				? > 1       (21) 
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Now, the coefficients kR and kZ need to be determined. For that purpose, we should apply the 

boundary conditions, Eq. (16), to the series solution. For numerical representation, we have to 

specify a certain value (may be large value), L for the infinite side. Thus,  

 

at a = ∞ = ~, !(~) = !R,   

at a → 0,   ! = !V    or  
���� = Y�Z[�\. 

 

But we have, 

 

! = ∑ klaJlmlnR .  

 

So, 

!V = kR, !R = !V � kZ~ZJ � k9~9J � kd~dJ � k�~�J �⋯ 

 

Then, 

!R � !V = kZ~ZJw1 � ∑ ��~�Jm�n� x, 

 

i.e.,  kZ = �OI����F��b∑ ����F���_ � , �� = � (�b�)J
�|w(�^�)F^_x|w(�^_)Fx � _(�^_)FIc�12 ����I�,			�R = 1. 

 

However, in the case of Neumann boundary condition, 

P!Pa = c�pklaJlI�
m
lnZ

= c(2kZaZJI� � 3k9a9JI� �⋯) 
 

we have, 

 

k� = 0,  
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and, 

 

 
Y�Z[�\ = c(2kZ~ZJI� � 3k9~9JI� �⋯) 

 

Then, 

Y�Z[�\ = ckZ~ZJI�w2 � ∑ (� � 2)	��~�Jm�n� x, 
i.e.,  

 

kZ = ������J��F�_�Zb∑ (�bZ)	����F���_ �        (23) 

 

 

Convergence Criteria: 

Now, in order to investigate the solution convergence as the number of terms in the solution 

series tends to infinity. So, let us call the recurrence relation of the solution coefficient, Eq. (21). 

Firstly, we consider the case of integer derivative, namely, c = 1, one can write, 

 

lim,→m �k,b�k, � = lim,→m
?

�(? � 1)mΓ(?)Γ(?) �1? � 1�� = lim,→m
1

�(? � 1)�1? � 1�� = lim,→m
11? �?

= lim,→m
?1 �?Z = 0 

 

which means that the convergence radius is infinity. 

 

Secondly, if c = 0.5 

 

lim,→m �k,b�k, � = lim,→m
?

�(? � 1)Γwc(? � 1)xΓ(c?) � 1c? � c � 12 �� 
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= lim,→m
?

�(? � 1)Γw0.5(?� 1)xΓ(0.5?) � 10.5? � 0.5 � 12 �� 

= lim,→m�,� 				 lim,→m�,Z 	 lim,→m	�,9  

 

 

where �,� = ,,b�, �,Z = 	 u�}� �u�_�(,b�)�, and �,9 =	 R.�� _}I0.752 �. 
 

It is easy to prove, lim,→m �,� =1, and lim,→m �,9 =� d9 . On the other hand, in order to 

calculate lim,→m �,Z , we may need the following relations, 

 

Γ �12?� = (? � 2)‼√�
2,I�Z  

 

Γ�12 (? � 1)� = (? � 1)‼√�
2,Z  

�,Z = Γ �?2�Γ �12 (? � 1)� = √2 (? � 2)‼(? � 1)‼	 
Also, one may observe the following inequality, 

??� 1 < � ??� 2		 
In the case of m is even, we have, by using the above inequality,  

0 < (,IZ)‼(,I�)‼	 = 	�Z ∙ 9d ∙ �� ∙ ⋯ ∙ Z,I9Z,IZ ∙ Z,I�Z, < ��9 ∙ �9� ∙ ��  ∙∙∙ �Z,I9Z,I� = �√Z,b� < �√,. 

Similarly, in the case of m is odd, we have, 
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0 < (? � 2)‼(? � 1)‼	 = 23 ∙ 45 ∙ 67 ∙ ⋯ ∙ 2? � 22? � 1 ∙ 2?2? � 1 < ¢24 ∙ ¢46 ∙ ¢68 ∙∙∙ ¢2? � 22? = √2√2? � 2
< 1√?	. 

Therefore, we can write,  0 < �,Z < √Z√, 

Then by utilizing the squeezing test and the fact that,  lim,→m √Z√, = 0, one can get, 

lim,→m �,Z = 0.  
Then,  

lim,→m �k,b�k, � = 0 

 

Therefore, the convergence radius is infinity, and this can be generalized for 0 < c < 1. 

 

Results and Discussion: 

The results are presented and discussed in this section. In order to get a physical insight of the 

analytical solutions, the following physical parameters are used; 0 ≤ c ≤ 1, 1 ≤ a ≤ 40, 

1 × 10d ≤ !V ≤ 1 × 10�, 0.01 ≤ ¤ ≤ 0.1, 1 × 10� ≤ !R ≤ 1 × 10 , ¥ = 1000, � = 1.2 ×
10I�R, & = 0.01, ℎ = 0.01, ? = 100. The above-mentioned two sets of boundary conditions, 

Dirichlet-Dirichlet and Dirichlet-Neumann, are presented. Firstly, to illustrate the direct 

relationship between the generalized universal variable, a, and the physical parameters, it is 

plotted against various values of the given physical parameters, �, %, c, §, & and k (see Fig. 2).  

The profiles of the pressure p against the universal variable a in the case of Dirichlet-Dirichlet 

boundary conditions are plotted in Fig. 3. From this figure, it is clear that as a increases r 

increases or t decreases. This figure indicates that as a increases p increases, i.e., p decreases as t 

increases and p increases as r increases, which means, the farther we are from the well, the larger 

the pressure. The same figure also illustrates the effect of the fractional order, c, which appears 

in the universal parameter, a, is getting larger. Also, as the parameter, c increases the pressure 

increases. Similar facts for the case of Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary conditions are supported by 
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Fig. 4, which shows the pressure against the two parameters, c and a. Moreover, from Fig. 4, it 

can be seen that as the well pressure, !V increases, the pressure in the reservoir decreases. Also, 

the results of the case of Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. 

Fig. 5 shows the pressure profiles against the dimensionless variable, a, with various values of 

the fractional parameter, c; for the case of Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions. The effect 

of c of the Dirichlet-Neumann case is more clear than it of the case of Dirichlet-Dirichlet. Also, 

pressure profiles are plotted in Fig. 6 against the universal variable, a, and the fractional 

parameter, α, with various values of the production well flow rate, ¤; for the case of Dirichlet-

Neumann boundary conditions. It is obvious from this figure that as the production well flow rate 

increases the reservoir pressure decreases. On the other hand, the effect of the initial pressure, !R, 

is shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, for the Dirichlet-Dirichlet and the Dirichlet-Neumann 

boundary conditions. In the case of Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary conditions, it can be seen from 

Fig. 7 that as !R increases the reservoir pressure during production increases. On the other hand, 

!R has no effect on the case of Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions because it does not 

appear in the solution formula as shown in Fig. 8.  
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Fig. 2: The generalized universal variable, a, with various values of the given parameter, 

�, %, c, §, & and k. 
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Fig. 3: Pressure profiles against the dimensionless variable, a, with various values of the 

fractional parameter, c; for the case of Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary condition, !V = 1 × 10�. 

 

 

Fig. 4: Pressure against the universal variable, a and the fractional parameter, c, with various 

values of the production well pressure, !V; for the case of Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary 

condition. 
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Fig. 5: Pressure profiles against the dimensionless variable, a, with various values of the 

fractional parameter, c; for the case of Dirichlet-Neumann boundary condition, ¤ = 0.1. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Pressure against the universal variable, a and the fractional parameter, c, with various 

values of the production well flow rate, ¤; for the case of Dirichlet-Neumann boundary 

condition. 
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Fig. 7: Pressure against the universal variable, a and the fractional parameter, c, with various 

values of the initial pressure, !R; for the case of Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary condition, !V =
1 × 10d. 

 

 

Fig. 8: Pressure against the universal variable, a and the fractional parameter, c, with various 

values of the initial pressure, !R; for the case of Dirichlet-Neumann boundary condition, ¤ =
0.1. 

 

Conclusions 

In this work, we proposed a fractional derivative model to represent the transport phenomena in 

natural reservoirs which are not generally linear due to the high heterogeneity of the porous 

media. We introduce power-series analytical solutions along two sets of boundary conditions, 

namely, Dirichlet-Dirichlet and Dirichlet-Neumann. We obtained a generalized Boltzmann 

universal transform to transfer the partial differential equation to an ordinary differential 

equation. Also, the solutions convergence of the two considered cases are investigated and we 

found that the series solutions are unconditionally convergent. Solutions are discussed for 

various values of the given parameters and some important physical insight are provided. 
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